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A roundup of the latest Everyday News
from the world of
electronics

Samsung’s battery woes – report by Barry Fox
amsung’s Galaxy Note 7 is now
S
officially dead – killed by its fireprone lithium batteries. Although

compared to lithium ion batteries,
which use liquid electrolytes’
The downside is that ‘it is difficult
Samsung has offered very little
for a solid-state battery to provide
Liquid vs solid
technical information on what went
satisfactory battery characteristics.
By a neat, but unhappy coincidence,
so badly wrong, several recently
While not wanting to be bound by
Samsung’s patent US 2016/0248120,
published patent filings from the
theory, this is understood to be beon an All Solid Secondary Battery
company’s HQ in Korea reveal in
cause a contact between a negative
and Method of Manufacturing Same
delightfully frank language how
electrode layer and the solid elecwas published 25 August 2016, just
the company has been trying for
trolyte are not sufficient, and thus a
as the first reports of Note 7 fires were
years to improve the safety of its
high resistance results.’
emerging. This patent explains why
rechargeable or ‘secondary’ batteries.
The patent’s technical details are
solid-state lithium batteries are safer
And if an electronics giant with the
dense, but boil down to using ‘presthan ones which contain liquids:
engineering skill of a Samsung has
sure on the solid electrolyte in order
‘Since lithium ion batteries that have
been struggling, then you can be
to lower the resistance within the
been commercialized include elecsure that other big companies
battery’. A dry sandwich of elechave been struggling too.
trodes and electrolyte is pressed
flat, with relative surface areas
Short circuit issue
chosen ‘to make it difficult to
Samsung’s
patent
US
generate a short circuit.’
2016/0152874 dates from May
Because ‘a separate structure
2009 and was published in June
for imparting the external pres2016. Hidden behind the desure would be an added cost, and
ceptively dull title, Treatment
its mass would reduce an energy
and Adhesives for Microporous
density of the solid state battery’,
Membranes is a neat sum-up
Samsung suggests vacuum-packof the dilemma now facing deing the battery in foil or film so
signers who need to squeeze
that atmospheric pressure works
more stored power into smaller
to compress the sandwich.
spaces: ‘An electrochemical cell,
‘An all solid-state battery… may
such as a battery… may have an- Construction details of a battery from Samsung’s patent US significantly lower risks such as
2016/0152874.
ode and cathode electrodes sepafires compared to batteries using
rated by a separator film. In general,
a combustible organic electrolytic sotrolytes including combustible orthe more closely the electrodes are
lution’ the patent promises.
ganic solvents, there is a possibility
spaced, the higher the performance
It will be fascinating to see how this
of an adverse event which includes
of the cell. However, when the elecpromise ties in with whatever techcombustion when there is a short
trodes touch each other, they may
nical explanation for the pocket fires
circuit. Accordingly, there remains a
short. A short may render the cell
Samsung eventually comes out with
need for an improved solid-state batinoperable, as well as cause a fire or
– if the company ever does come out
tery using a solid-state electrolyte inother destruction when a short ocwith a technical explanation.
stead of a liquid electrolyte’.
curs while the cell is energized.’
‘When a short circuit occurs in a
Samsung’s
patent
US
Hidden in plain view
battery’ the patent goes on to explain,
2016/0226275, on an Overcharge
All new technologies create new op‘there is the possibility of an adverse
protection apparatus for battery
portunities for abuse. Here’s one we
event, such as a fire or an explosion,
pack and overcharge protection sysnever saw coming. It was flagged by
which may be greatly reduced by
tem reminds that overcharging can
Lars Borg of Adobe during an erudite
precluding use of a combustible orlead to a ‘fire’ or ‘smoke’ and tells
webinar on digital picture quality
ganic solvent in the battery. Therehow to prevent it with a belt-andheld by the Society of Motion Picture
fore, solid-state batteries may be able
braces, two-layer charge monitoring
and Television Engineers (SMPTE).
to provide greatly increased safety
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system; separate internal and external sensors are able to trigger cut-off.
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Hidden in plain view – continued
The latest ultra-high definition TV
systems boast high dynamic range
and wide colour gamut to display detail in shadows, dazzling highlights
and difficult colours like Coca Cola
red and Pacific Ocean blue/green.
This has left engineers with the
thorny problem of making new footage look acceptable on old screens,
and vice versa.
And that, the SMPTE has discovered, can lead to ‘elephants in the
picture’. To cut a long technical
story short, mismatch between old

New PIC24 family
Microchip has announced its new
low-power PIC24 ‘GA7’ family of microcontrollers, ‘… enabling extremely cost-effective designs for Internet
of Things sensor nodes, portable
medical devices and industrial control applications’. The devices are
supported by Microchip’s MPLAB

and new TV standards can mean
that studio screens fail to show coloured patterns that display clearly
on some home screens.
So pictures and text can sail uncensored through the broadcast system and into homes. It’s a modern
and more efficient hiding trick than
subliminal image flashing.
We don’t yet have the tools to control it, admits the SMPTE. Even lab
oscilloscopes can’t check what’s
‘broadcast-safe’.
So who’ll be first to use UHD for
broadcasting nasty pictures, secret
messages and propaganda?
Xpress Cloud-Based IDE, which is
an online development environment
containing the most popular features
of MPLAB X IDE. They are available
in 64KB, 128KB and 256KB Flash
variants with 28-pin, 44-pin and 48pin packaging options.
More information available at: www.
microchip.com/PIC24FJ256GA705

Farnell launches industrial version of Pi

Farnell’s Raspberry Pi
Compute Module 3

arnell element14 has launched
F
three new Raspberry Pi products
– the Raspberry Pi Compute Module

3, Raspberry Pi Compute Module
3 Lite and Raspberry Pi Compute
Module Development kit.
The two Compute Modules (CM3
and CM3L) are DDR2-SODIMMmechanically-compatible
System
on Modules (SoMs) containing processor, memory, eMMC Flash (CM3
only) and support power circuitry.
They allow a designer to use the
Raspberry Pi hardware and software
stack for their own custom systems
and form factors.
Claire Doyle, Global Head of Raspberry Pi and Single Board Computing at Premier Farnell explained that,
‘The Raspberry Pi Compute Module
3 continues the development of Pi
for the ever-growing industrial and
commercial market. Benefiting from
the Broadcom BCM2837 chip, this

board allows designers to combine
the speed of the Raspberry Pi 3 and
the flexibility of Compute modules,
enabling them to design-in Pi across
a broad range of applications from
IoT, to embedded solutions, home
automation, control systems and
consumer electronics.’
The Compute Module 3 contains
the processor and the memory of
the Raspberry Pi 3, with the addition of 4GB of Flash memory. This
is all integrated onto a small 67.6 ×
30mm board that fits into a standard
DDR2 SODIMM connector. The
Flash memory is connected directly
to the on-board processor, leaving
the remaining processor interfaces
available for complete customisation. A custom IO board is available
for development and testing, and
is included with the Raspberry Pi
Compute Module 3 Development
Kit from element14.
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Printing organic electronics

ew technology from the National
N
Physical Laboratory (NPL) and
the universities of Surrey, Kentucky

and Southampton could revolutionise
printed electronics by enabling highquality semiconducting molecular
crystals to be directly spray-deposited
on any surface.
Single-crystal semiconductors, such
as silicon, have been at the forefront
of scientific interest for more than
70 years, serving as the backbone of
electronic devices. But now a new
class of crystalline materials, called
organic semiconductors, can also be
grown as single crystals, but in a very
different way, using solution-based
methods at room temperature in air,
opening up the possibility of largescale production of inexpensive electronics, targeting numerous applications ranging from FETs and LEDs to
X-ray detectors and miniature lasers.
The research demonstrates for the
first time a low-cost, scalable sprayprinting process to fabricate highquality isolated organic single crystals. The method is suitable for a
wide variety of semiconducting small
molecules, which can be dissolved
in solvents to make semiconducting
inks ready for printing.
‘This method is a powerful, new
approach for manufacturing organic
semiconductor single crystals and
controlling their shape and dimensions,’ said Dr Maxim Shkunov from
University of Surrey. ‘If we look at silicon, it takes almost 1500°C to grow
semiconductor grade crystals, and it
will fetch a very hefty electric bill for
just 1kg of silicon, same as for running a kettle for over two days nonstop. And then, you would need to
cut and polish those silicon boules
into wafers.
‘We can make single crystals in a
much simpler way, entirely at room
temperature with a £5 artist spray
brush. With a new class of organic
semiconductors based on carbon atoms, we can spray-coat organic inks
onto anything, and get more or less
the right size of crystals for our devices right away.’
Grigorios Rigas, a Surrey-NPL PhD
student, continued: ‘The trick is to
cover the surface with a non-solvent
so that semiconductor molecules
float on top and self-assemble into
highly-ordered crystals. We can also
beat silicon by using light-emitting
molecules to make lasers, for example – something you can’t do with
traditional silicon. This molecular
crystals growth method opens amazing capabilities for printable organic
electronics.’
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